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1. During one meal, this chef remarked that he had “no taste for animal cruelty,” while serving foie gras au torchon 
with a Vidal sauce. This chef served a sashimi dish during mukozuke to Jack Crawford, and remarked that kaiseki 
was a Japanese art form to honor the aesthetic of the food. He remarked during one meal he served that he had “no 
interest in understanding sheep, only eating them.” This chef uncharacteristically served a vegetarian salad to 
Freddie Lounds, and he served Dr. Abel Gideon with his own roasted leg. For 10 points name this chef and 
psychiatrist, who likes to eat liver “with fava beans and a nice Chianti.” 
ANSWER: Dr. Hannibal Lecter [accept either underlined portion] <Food and Drink> 
 
2. This location was likely used as headquarters for Tomahawk, during which he encountered a large animal owned 
by Morgaine le Fey. This location was once reactivated in order to find an antidote for Kirk Langstrom. This 
location was infiltrated by the Black Glove, who incapacitated its primary occupant; it was also breached by Hush 
on one occasion. This location contains an item taken from Joseph Coyne, known as the Penny Plunderer. This 
location may have been used to transport escaped slaves to freedom during the Civil War, and among the 
memorabilia housed in this location is a large animatronic T-Rex. For 10 points, name this location underneath 
Wayne Manor. 
ANSWER: Batcave [prompt on Wayne Manor, prompt anything mentioning Batman’s headquarters] <Comics> 
 
3. In one storyline, this character appears as the Crimson Cowl, placing Edwin Jarvis under mind control. This 
character was the father of the Runaway Victor Mancha. This character is the primary director of the Phalanx 
Technarchy in during Annihilation: Conquest. In another storyline, Thor tells this character, “We would have words 
with thee”; that storyline was titled after this character “Unlimited.” In comics, this character was created by Hank 
Pym and the Vision was birthed from this character. For 10 points, name this artificial intelligence which insinuates 
himself into the internet, created by Tony Stark and Bruce Banner in a film. 
ANSWER: Ultron <Internet Life> 
 
4. One employee for this company, in an advertisement for it, stated that this company was “working hard to make 
life better for all of us”, using as an example meat which was being grown without cows. In another advertisement, 
an executive for this company asks the viewer to imagine working on the world’s first triangular television; that 
executive is Veronica Palmer. One advertisement for this company claims that “x-rays show that when people work 
together, they’re happier,” after which it states: “Teamwork. It keeps our employees gruntled.” The commercials for 
this company often end with a white screen and the company logo; a red triangle inside a circle. For 10 points, name 
this company for which the title character works in Better off Ted. 
ANSWER: Veridian Dynamics <Advertising> 
 
5. The American Humane Association was barred from production on this film’s set after they claimed that horses 
were bled from the neck without painkillers so that blood could be smeared on the actors. The only producer on the 
set of this film, Joann Carelli, failed to control the director, resulting in cast and crew referring to the director as 
“Ayatollah.” According to a BBC article, actors on this film’s set were woken up at 3:30am to “race their horses 
full-pelt through clouds of dust, guns blazing.” This film starred Kris Kristofferson as James Averill, and this film 
was based on the Johnson County War. The high budget for this film combined with its box office performance 
caused the studio that funded it, United Artists, to go out of business. For 10 points, name this awful film that was 
released shortly after The Deer Hunter, a box office bomb directed by Michael Cimino. 
ANSWER: Heaven’s Gate <Film> 
 



6. The earliest known recording of one of this kind of game was found in the German anthology Das neue 
Königliche L'Hombre-Spiel; however, this kind of game gained prominence when first mentioned in English by 
Lady Adelaide Cadogan. One instance of this game which involves a 7-by-5 “tableau” and one “foundation” is 
called Golf. One instance of this kind of game, called Agnes, involves dealing a second row on top of the usual 
setup. Another variant of this kind of game requires two full decks and a draw pile that deals out one card to each 
stack; that variant is Spider. These kinds of games are also known as “patience” and one variety is known as 
Klondike. For 10 points, name this kind of card game which can be played by one person. 
ANSWER: solitaire [accept patience before mention, or card games played by one person before mention; 
anti-prompt on specific kinds mentioned in the question; prompt on card games] <Game (atypical sports, board 
games, not truly video games)> 
 
7. One character who often dons this kind of object with a red stripe on it is captured by the Sword of Abraham and 
travels with Becky Moncrief; that protagonist of The Sixth Gun is Drake Sinclair. The tallest member of the Bone 
family, Smiley Bone, wears one of these items. Another character who wore this item worked with partners such as 
Cathy Gale and Emma Peel and wielded an umbrella; that protagonist of The Avengers was named John Steed. A 
razor-edged version of one of these items is occasionally thrown at James Bond by Oddjob, and this non-top hat is 
often prominently featured in The Riddler’s costume. For 10 points, name this item often worn by Charlie Chaplin, a 
hat with a rounded crown. 
ANSWER: bowler hat [prompt on hat] <Fashion> 
 
8. One person claims that this character is not “circumspect” partly because shortly after his arrival in Shade’s Hill, 
this character robbed a Yellowjacket. This character makes a deal to sell Austershalin Brandy to Don and Dona 
Salvora. This character defeats survives an encounter with Tesso after claiming that “I don’t have to fight and I don’t 
have to run,” while awaiting the arrival of his best friend. When meeting the Falconer, this character greets him by 
saying, “Nice bird, asshole.” This Thorn of Camorr was taught his trade by Father Chains, and almost always works 
with his best friend Jean Tannen. For 10 points, name this thief who leads the Gentleman Bastards, whose “Lies” 
title a novel by Scott Lynch. 
ANSWER: Locke Lamora [accept either] <Miscellaneous/Other (cross distro or any category)> 
 
9. This band claimed that a “wise man said, just walk this way to the dawn of the light”, before asking the listener to 
“send me an angel.” In one song by this band, the singer claims that he “can't wait for the nights with you”, because 
“There’s no one like you.” One song by this band begins with a flat whistle as the singer “follows the Moskva, down 
to Gorky Park, listening to the” title phenomenon. A song on this band’s album Love at First Sting asserts “I’ve got 
to leave, it’s time for a show”, before the refrain begins “Here I am.” For 10 points, name this German rock band 
behind “Wind of Change” and “Rock You Like a Hurricane.” 
ANSWER: Scorpions <Popular Music--Country, Rap, or Rock> 
 
10. The coach for this team was Mr. Hung, who once claimed that an opposing team should be a “whole team of 
cripples,” as well as that “American drugs work better than expected.” The primary striker for this team wore the 
number 9, and in one game, this team was opposed by a baker who was goalkeeping. This team’s coach was a 
primary rival of “Golden Leg” Fung, who coached the team which delivered this team’s only loss. The goalkeeper 
for this team stopped a ball one handed with the other hand in his pocket after that ball turned into a flaming tiger. 
For 10 points, name this team which was defeated by Team Shaolin in the finals of a soccer tournament. 
ANSWER: Team Evil <Sports--Football> 
  



11. Jean Sherman proposed to Peter Chatzky by utilizing one of these objects. Early examples of these things 
appeared in St. Nicholas and were known as “double diamonds.” Although the name of these things was likely first 
written by Our Young Folks, the first modern example of these entities was created by Arthur Wynne. Code names 
related to D-Day plans were leaked via one of these things and published in the Daily Telegraph. “Diagramless” 
varieties of these things require the player to deduce their structure, and “cryptic” varieties of these things often 
involve clues with double meanings. For 10 points, name these grids which must be filled with letters.  
ANSWER: crosswords <Miscellaneous/Other (cross distro or any category)> 
 
12. One song by this artist states that “The mouse with the overbite explained how the rabbits were ensnared,” 
before asking the listener to “let me touch you.” This artist was discovered because Bobby Shad was unable to play, 
having punched his landlord while he had laryngitis. This singer’s first collaboration with Darlene Madison was 
“Let’s Duet,” and he wrote “Guilty As Charged” after his wife Edith let him. During the final performance of his 
career, this singer noted that “It's about make a little music everyday 'til you die,” stating that it’s a “Beautiful Ride.” 
His most famous song urges the listener to perform the title action “down life’s rocky road,” and that song became a 
huge hit in 35 minutes. For 10 points, name this singer portrayed by John C. Reilly in Walk Hard. 
ANSWER: Dewey Cox [prompt on John C. Reilly before mention] <Musicals> 
 
13. This actor once claimed that he was a “washed-up ham”, and once noted that his “humble ranks among the 
Greatest in the Universe.” He was once quoted as saying that he would “rather burn down a convent than give up 
show business.” In an attempt to win an award over Langdon Cobb, this actor once consumed a bottle of food 
coloring, but lost the award anyway. This actor failed to get nominated for an Oscar following his role in The 
Magnificent Three, a Harold Zoid film, and this actor was given his acting talent by the Robot Devil. For 10 points, 
name this star of All My Circuits, idolized by Bender Rodriguez. 
ANSWER: Antonio Calculon, Sr. <Personalities (i.e. celebrity gossip and the like)> 
 
14. This team founded by Louis Klotz used to employ Derick Grant, who transferred off this team in 2010; more 
recently, this team acquired Paul Sturgess. The current coach for this team was a second round draft pick for the 
Chicago Bulls; that coach, Sam Worthen, was hired by Herschend Entertainment shortly after it acquired this team, 
after which LaVar Ball and Conor McGregor were drafted onto this team. This team was known as the Boston 
Shamrocks, the New Jersey Reds, and Baltimore Rockets all in the 1971-72 season. For 10 points, name this team 
primarily known for losing repeatedly to the Harlem Globetrotters. 
ANSWER: Washington Generals <Sports--Basketball> 
 
15. Early in his career, this composer wrote the score for Las Vegas Lady, and he won Emmys for his score to the 
Neil DeGrasse Tyson version of Cosmos. This composer came to prominence due to his score for Romancing the 
Stone, and he won a Best Original Song Oscar for the track “Believe”, which he wrote for The Polar Express. He 
wrote “The Crusade,” and “I Ran and Ran” for a score for which he was nominated for the Best Original Score 
Oscar, Forrest Gump. This composer created tracks such as “Red Ledger,” “Assemble,” and “Helicarrier” for his 
score for The Avengers. For 10 points, name this frequent collaborator of Robert Zemeckis who composed “85 Lone 
Pine Mall” for the score for Back to the Future. 
ANSWER: Alan Silvestri <Popular Music--anything besides above three genres> 
  



16. Due to a role once played by the host, a feature on this show involves the host doing a Bane voice; that “Bane 
Game” is closely related to another feature on this show, “Doing Lines with Mark.” One segment on this show 
utilizes a Movie Guide and is inspired by “Name That Tune”; that game is “The Leonard Maltin Game.” Audience 
members for this show craft “name tags,” and guests on this show are asked to bring various small items to be 
placed into a “prize bag.” Following an appearance of the star of Paris, Texas on this show, a frequent game played 
by guests on this show involves naming all the roles of a given actor; that game is “Last Man Stanton.” For 10 
points, name this podcast hosted by comedian Doug Benson, who adores the title objects. 
ANSWER: Doug Loves Movies <Radio> 
 
17. In one episode of Scorpion, the team bets its government contracts against Homeland Security employees based 
on the outcome of one of these events. Prior to one of these events in WKRP in Cincinnati, Bailey Quarters is asked 
to lead a prayer because she is the “most wholesome.” Band of Brothers ends with one of these events, as a 
voiceover describes what happened to each major character. GOB [jobe] Bluth loses a tooth after colliding with Ann 
Veal during one of these events, during which he is playing for Stan Sitwell’s company. For 10 points, name this 
sporting event which Captain Solok challenges Sisko and the Deep Space 9 crew to participate in in “Take Me Out 
to the Holosuite”. 
ANSWER: baseball game [or softball game] <Sports--Baseball> 
 
18. In this location, children such as Wee Dunn were housed for a time, following Cad Bane’s abduction of 
numerous Force-sensitive children. Ziton Moj of the Black Sun greeted Savage Opress on his arrival at this location 
with his brother Darth Maul. This location was where Rune Haako, Wat Tambor, and Poggle the Lesser, as well as 
the Neimoidian Nute Gunray, were killed. While on this planet, a Ben Mendelsohn-played character is warned to 
“be careful not to choke on your aspirations.” On this planet, Darth Vader claims that “You turned her against me!” 
shortly before backflipping and igniting his lightsaber. For 10 points, name this planet upon which Obi-Wan Kenobi 
took the high ground. 
ANSWER: Mustafar <Miscellaneous/Other (cross distro or any category)> 
 
19. In one episode of Sports Night, Dan Rydell discusses the “rough-and-tumble, live-on-the-razor's-edge, 
run-'til-you-drop, never-say-die world of” this sport, before misquoting a poem by John Masefield. This sport was 
referenced in Catullus 4. Six competitors, including one member of the Sword of Orion, died in one of these events 
held in Australia in 1998. The oldest international sporting trophy is awarded in this sport; competitions for that 
trophy, known as the “Auld Mug,” are held at a time based on an agreement between the defender and the 
challenger. For 10 points, name this sport which awards the America’s Cup. 
ANSWER: yacht racing [accept sailing; prompt on boat racing] <Sports--Other (any other sport)> 
 
20. During a fight with Juhani Otso Berg, one of these objects belonging to Galina Voronina was damaged; another 
of these items belonging to Duncan Walpole was damaged shortly before his death on Cape Bonavista. Cleopatra 
gave one of these items to Aya of Alexandria, who transferred it to her husband. These items were augmented with a 
hook by Yusuf Tazim, who operated in Constantinople. This object was often wielded in conjunction with a 
tomahawk by Connor Kenway. Leonardo da Vinci devised a way for two of these items to be used by Ezio 
Auditore, and Altair ibn-La’Ahad was missing a ring finger in order to use one of these objects. For 10 points, name 
this signature stealth weapon wielded by Assassins. 
ANSWER: hidden blades <Video Games> 
  



21. This athlete was substituted for Chris Plys during one match of the 2010 Winter Olympics, and he first started 
training at a facility named after Pete Fenster. He once asserted that his sport was “not just beer parties,” and he has 
played on the same team as Tyler George since 2015. After being removed from the High Performance Program, 
this athlete joined fellow rejects John Landsteiner and Matt Hamilton to form a new rink. In the Pyeongchang finals, 
this athlete executed a double takeout in the eighth end, putting his team in the lead by five points. For 10 points, 
name this skip for the 2018 United States Olympic curling team. 
ANSWER: John Shuster <Sports--Other (any other sport)> 
 
22. During one episode with features this occurrence, the central character holds up cue cards that say “GRUNT” 
and “CONFUSED LOOKS” and Mick Rory is revealed to have been writing a sci-fi romance novel. At the end of 
one episode featuring this occurrence, the Doctor breaks down an Azbantium wall; that episode is “Heaven Sent.” 
Mulder and Scully attempt to stop a bank robbery in an episode of this type titled “Monday.” As a result of the 
appearance of Harry Mudd, this occurrence is central to the Star Trek: Discovery episode “Magic to Make the 
Sanest Man Go Mad,” though The Next Generation presented this gimmick earlier in the episode “Cause and 
Effect.” For 10 points, name this occurrence which prevents a character from progressing to the next day of their 
lives. 
ANSWER: time loops [accept anything indicating doing something again and again] <Television> 


